Transcript Request Instructions

Fill out the transcript request form according to its instructions.

Under the section titled "Enrollment Information: Please hold for course:" or "Please hold my transcript for:" (depending on which form you are using), write one of the following:

If you are taking Understanding Energy One for clock hours, write "Energy One, CEU 2100, CRN 60435"

If you are taking Understanding Energy One for credits, write "Energy One, PHY 5011, CRN 60435"

If you are taking Understanding Energy Two for clock hours, write "Energy Two, CEU 3353, CRN 60437"

If you are taking Understanding Energy Two for credits, write "Energy Two, PHY 5012, CRN 60437"

If you are taking Energy One (August) for clock hours, write "Energy One, CEU 3198, CRN 60439"

If you are taking Energy One (August) for credits, write "Energy One, PHY 5013, CRN 60439"

If you are taking Energy Two (August) for clock hours, write "Energy Two, CEU 3260, CRN 60441"

If you are taking Energy Two (August) for credits, write "Energy Two, PHY 5014, CRN 60441"

Attach payment or write your credit card information.